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Notes of Survey:

Beginning at the northeast corner of Section 10, the boundary runs as follows:

1. N 55° 15' W, 1785 ft. along said Section to its first angle, so
   St. Edith from edge, Alianea publ.

2. S 17° 14' W, 277
   Along bank of said publ., edge of publ.

3. S 5° 16' W, 131
   Edge of publ.

4. S 3° 17' W, 268

5. S 2° 05' W, 190

6. S 1° 29' W, 185

7. S 4° 07' W, 203

8. S 2° 31' W, 83

9. S 54° 35' W, 212
   Across to edge of Mauna Kea publ.

10. S 17° 35' W, 245
    Following bank of said, 150 ft. East of edge
to first angle from which the line retracted
   to leave W 35° 10' edge distant 700 ft.

11. S 57° 01' E, 1813
    Across to the South angle in Kahokuna.

12. N 13° 52' W, 1709
    Draw middle of publ., up bank of same
to the Initial Point

Containing an area of 63.8 acres.
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